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What type of stamp do you need?
Choose the right stamp for your application!
Choosing the correct type of stamp to fit your notarial needs can be confusing. Please review the types
of stamps we offer below to help you determine what type of stamp you need.

Xstamper Stamps









Up to 50,000 premium impressions before re-inking.
Eco-green friendly.
Lifetime guarantee.
Laser quality.
Specially formulated ink for maximum longevity.
Soft touch handle.
No stamp pad required (built-in).
Re-ink with Xstamper specific ink.

Pre-Inked Stamps








Up to 25,000 best impressions before re-inking.
Adjustable ink density for darker or lighter imprint.
Lifetime guarantee.
Smooth single step motion.
Oil-based ink that seeps through at a controlled rate.
No stamp pad required (built-in).
Re-ink with Pre-Inked specific ink.

Self-Inking Stamps






Up to 2,000 to 5,000 better impressions before re-inking.
Spring loaded flip-around stamp body.
Automatically re-inks the built-in ink pad between each impression.
Interchangeable built-in ink pad.
Re-ink with Self-Inking specific ink.

Rubber Stamps






Unlimited good impressions with use of stamp pad and proper ink.
Durable wood handle and mount.
Dries in approximately 90 to 120 seconds.
No stamp pad required (built-in).
Re-ink with a required stamp pad.
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Instructions on how to re-ink your stamps or stamp pads!
It is a snap to add more ink to your stamps or stamp pads. There is no mess and it can be done in just
seconds. Find the type of stamps you have and follow the easy step by step directions below.

Xstamper Stamps
1. Take the cover cap off of the stamp.
2. Hold the stamp upside-down with the impression area of the stamp pointing upwards.
3. Take the cap off of the Xstamper ink bottle in the proper color.
4. Holding the Xstamper ink bottle over the impression area, gently squeeze the bottle. Let four to eight
drops of Xstamper ink to fall throughout the surface of the lettering. Do not over ink your stamp!
5. Place the cap back onto the stamp and Xstamper ink bottle.
6. Allow the ink to seep into the ink pad. For full effect, it takes several hours for the ink to soak into the
stamp.

Pre-Inked Stamps
1. Take the cover cap off of the stamp.
2. Hold the stamp upside-down with the impression area of the stamp pointing upwards.
3. Take the cap off of the pre-inked ink bottle in the proper color.
4. Holding the pre-inked ink bottle over the impression area, gently squeeze the bottle. Let four to eight
drops of pre-inked ink to fall throughout the surface of the lettering. Do not over ink your stamp!
5. Place the cap back onto the stamp and pre-inked ink bottle.
6. Allow the ink to seep into the ink pad. For full effect, it takes several hours for the ink to soak into
the stamp.

Self-Inking Stamp Pads
1. Flip the stamp upside down on a flat surface.
2. Hold the sides of the stamp and push down on stamp slightly (about 1/4").
3. While pushing down on the stamp slightly, push the ink pad with your finger outward. The ink pad will
pop out the of the stamp housing.
4. Take the cap off of the self-inking ink bottle in the proper color.
5. Holding the self-inking ink bottle over the ink pad, gently squeeze the bottle. Let eight to twelve drops of
self-inking ink to fall throughout the ink pad. Do not over ink your stamp!
6. Place the cap back onto the self-inking ink bottle.
7. Allow the ink to seep into the ink pad. To speed up this process you can use a jumbo paper clip to
gently push the ink into the ink pad.
8. While pushing down on the stamp slightly, push the re-inked ink pad with your fingers back into place.
9. Once you have inserted the ink pad, flip the stamp over to the stamping position and push down on the
stamp top.

